Your career, our industry, and our MMI community is a journey of accumulated experiences. We have faced extraordinary times before and this one is no different. How we stand and handle these days will be remembered, and it will guide us next time; we must draw upon our previous learnings, keep perspective, and act responsibly.

*Given the many circumstances surrounding the Coronavirus, MMI is cancelling our upcoming Summit 2020 scheduled March 26th & 27th in Orlando.*

We have initiated discussions regarding the many event planning and management components of this decision. We will keep you informed as we better understand the impacts of our signed contracts, the counterparties’ cooperation, and possible alternative arrangements available to our member organization. We are exploring the virtual delivery of some programming and brainstorming ways to share the valuable content. We welcome your ideas as we make plans to continue our treasured principle of enabling, facilitating, and shepherding industry discussion, leadership, and growth.

At this time, it is still too early to discuss alternate dates, financial impacts or resolutions for members from the event being cancelled. I ask you to understand that this decision has been forced upon us and be patient as we steer through the next steps. We have actively engaged the MMI Board, Executive Committee, and Officers, and I assure you that the discussions have been comfortably aligned in the interests of the MMI membership, the continuity of our organization, and its vitality.

During this challenging time, we extend our best wishes to you as an MMI member and as a fellow citizen. Please be responsible with your health, leverage your leadership skills, and contribute to helping our industry, your firm, our MMI community and – most importantly – our clients, navigate this shared experience.
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